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HOLD THE LINE, AMERICA
Massive events and developments are happening at an
increasingly rapid pace because we are on the cusp of a
revolution. Yes, revolutionary change is at our doorstep.
The global world order is throwing one massive diversion
after another at the general population in order to hide
the even bigger developments happening behind the
scenes. Everyone at some level can sense it, but it is more
evident to those that are tapped into the spiritual realm
and energy force of life; those that are capable of clearing
out all the white noise and fog that may be clouding for
some, what is inevitable.
The powerful forces at play are monumental. Our global
elite have brought us to the brink of World War 3 and
potential nuclear annihilation on two fronts in both
Eastern Europe and in Asia. We are still battling through
a multi-year “once in a lifetime” pandemic shutdown,
with further pandemic-type shutdowns waiting in the
wings to be implemented. A former President’s residence
has been raided for the first time in our history, and we
are still trying to grapple with the aftermath of massive
public protest events that have occurred the past couple
of years. Our economy is in a very dangerous zone called
stagflation, with record pricing increases at the same time
the economy is seeing negative rates of growth.
While some of the major challenges we are facing are the
result of our leaders simply losing control of our system
and global order, other events and negative trends were
knowingly set in place. Is it more of an issue of corruption,
ignorance, or incompetence of the establishment? I often
debate this question, but in the end, it doesn’t matter why
we are where we are, all that matters is what comes next.
Globalization as we know it—which has ruled the global
order for several decades—is collapsing. It is impossible
to predict how it will all exactly go down, as it is beyond
the ability of anyone to fully grasp all the consequences
and changes that will take place in the years to come, but
they will be massive. Our cabal of global elite are
essentially throwing a toddler-like temper tantrum
because of all the uncertainty and fear that is growing in
them. Power-hungry people will continue to be
impossible to work with and will destroy as many
innocent lives as possible while their safe global order
collapses around them.

At the same time that the global economic system is
crashing, we are experiencing a spiritual awakening in the
general population that increasingly will not tolerate the
“business as usual” mindset. These massive twin forces
of a spiritual shift in humanity and the collapse of our
global economic system are the principal drivers of all the
headline grabbing news events we have been seeing and
will continue to see. The longer our current standard
leadership is allowed to remain in place, the more
destruction they will create both knowingly and
unknowingly at a massive global scale, as they try to cling
to power and the old way of doing business until the
bitter end. Their big Hail Mary effort is clearly to try and
prep humanity for a “Great Reset” type of existence in
the very near future where the concept of ownership of
any property whatsoever (including our own bodies all
the way down to the level of our DNA) and any
traditional freedoms such as freedom of speech or
freedom to protect ourselves and our own families, is
eliminated. This grand effort to establish a nightmare
Orwellian world order will be defeated and it will fail.
NOW MORE THAN EVER GOOD
PEOPLE NEED TO HUNKER DOWN
AND HAVE THE MENTALITY OF
HOLDING THE LINE NO MATTER
WHAT, ON WHAT IS SACRED IN LIFE
AND SACRED WITH THE FOUNDING
IDEALS OF OUR COUNTRY.
At this point, people need to fight head on and withdraw
all support for the entire establishment at all levels: at the
local, state, national, and international levels. Support
only independent candidates and independent political
thought. Fully refuse to play the lesser of evil game
because if you are willing to vote for the lesser evil, you
are willing to settle for nothing. We are seeing the results
of this attitude that folks have had for far too long, with
our economy, ecosystem, and health suffering as a result.
Forget about a big loss this fall in the midterms for the
Democratic Party, which some people are expecting; the
Democratic Party may not even exist anymore by the

time of the 2028 Presidential election cycle because of the
great amount of upheaval still to come. The Dem. Party
is dying because it is first and foremost killing any genuine
grassroots energy and talent within. Think about the
disgraceful treatment by “The Party” of people like India
Walton in Buffalo or Alex Morse in Massachusetts. These
are but two of an endless list of examples of intolerance
for anyone who steps out of line in the slightest. Only
complete sellouts are allowed to rise. The Republican
Party establishment ultimately needs to be defeated as
well, but the Democratic Party establishment clearly is the
more atrophied and weaker party at the grassroots level.
Massive change can happen; it happens all the time. The
two parties have switched sides on key issues throughout
history. For example, because of constant mainstream
propaganda, I’m sure it is hard for many to believe or
remember that it was only a few years ago that the
Democratic Party was much more the anti-illegal
immigration party. And why? You can find endless clips
of politicians such as Bernie Sanders arguing passionately
about how illegal immigration harms American workers
and unions and is something that the evil Republican
Party supports because immigration helps keeps wages
down and is good for big business. The narrative on this
issue has clearly switched sides and it didn’t take very long
for it to happen either.
THE GLOBAL ELITE’S ATTEMPT TO
ESTABLISH A NIGHTMARE ORWELLIAN
WORLD ORDER WILL BE DEFEATED BY

I am not a Republican (for example, I have never voted
for a Republican President in my near 30 years of voting
eligibility). I never thought I’d see the day when I was
rooting for a Republican rout, but the Democratic Party
establishment has left us no choice. This is a perfect
example of the requirement sometimes to take a big step
backwards in the near-term in order to be able to take a
huge step forward in the longer term. It is the only way
to be able to advance in a positive way and put us on the
right track to a healthier future. If the old Democratic
Party guard is fully killed off, it would be the best thing
that could ever happen to true progressives and liberals.
It would usher in the biggest and most exciting political
movement this country has ever seen and it could happen
by the time of the 2028 Presidential election cycle if the
Democratic Party fully loses control of Congress this fall
and then the Presidency in 2024.
According to Gallup, around 30% identify as Democrat,
30% identify as Republican, while a majority at about 40%
identify as Independent, and yet Independents have no
real representation of their own in the political process.
How is this okay? The best way to honor our Founding
Fathers and those who paid the ultimate sacrifice is to get
involved, take action, and demand real solutions to
reclaim our country, our personal lives, and our destiny.
There are endless actions that can and need to be taken.
The intent of the past 70-80 years has largely been to
develop a distant fake plastic existence, but it was not
designed to be sustainable. It was a good run, but in the
long run we’ll be much healthier and happier focusing on
living in a locally-driven, small-scale capitalistic system.

A RISING RESOLVE AND SPIRITUAL
AWAKENING THAT IS NOW
BURGEONING AMONGST THE MASSES.
Republicans have smartly allowed factions of its Party to
pick up the mantle of certain freedoms and policy
positions that used to be associated with liberals but are
increasingly in the purview of the “right wing,” such as
freedom of thought, speech, anti-war, anti
NSA/CIA/FBI/spying/ etc. Even issues such as health
care choice and promoting alternative medicine and
healing; worker rights; and homesteading and organic
farming activities, seem to suddenly be discussed
increasingly now by the so-called right than the so-called
left. The Democratic Party establishment seems hellbent
on going fully and narrowly down the dangerous road of
authoritarianism, centralization, censorship, and global
warfare. It is for these reasons the Democratic
establishment must be eliminated first.

Now more than ever good people need to hunker down
and have the mentality of holding the line no matter what,
on what is sacred in life and sacred with the founding
ideals of our country, and always do and act what we
know deep inside is the morally right thing to do. We are
only in the beginning stages of a great storm and battle
that must be fought down to the level of the soul.

THE EMBODIMENT OF
THE RECLAIM
MOVEMENT: LIAM
MADDEN FOR UNITED
STATES CONGRESS
Reclaim Party is not an official political party. Reclaim
Party is an idea centered on attitude that promotes and
encourages individual acts of bravery and defiance, which
when done in a strategic way adds up to a beautifully
shared effort for positive change. This newsletter is all
about encouraging people to take initiative in all aspects
of life to feel truly free to shape our own lives and
communities.
In this vein, The Unapologetic Truth Newsletter and
Reclaim Party not only fully endorses but is proud to be
volunteering for the fully independent Liam Madden
campaign from Vermont for the United States House of
Representatives.
Not only are Liam’s
policy positions and
philosophies perfectly
in line with our views,
he brilliantly worked
the stifling two-party
system to get elected
by the people of
Vermont
in the
Republican Primary
this August to take on
the
establishment
Democratic candidate
in the general election
this November. Liam
was successful in the
Primary even though
(or perhaps because)
he has emphatically stated and has made clear from the
beginning he is not a Republican but is rather a pure
Independent to the point that the Vermont Republican
Party has fully disavowed itself from supporting their
own elected representative. As a pure independent
should, Liam has very clearly stated his policy positions
on a whole host of issues and has been extremely upfront
about his desire to help blow up the corrupt two-party
system and the way the system churns out drone-like
candidates for political office. If Liam wins and is sent to
Washington DC, it would be an immensely positive
shock to the system. It cannot be understated the
importance of his movement and effort. Still, win or lose
this November, he has already greatly helped solidify the
growing web of resistance and added to the critical effort

to establish a baseline foundation for institutional change
toward a powerful new small-scaled and localized
political and economic reality to reclaim our democracy.
Liam has the perfect background, with a strong history of
real leadership and bravery. He embodies the circle reality
of politics (please see Issue #5 of this newsletter for full
explanation). The circle model explains that our political
system is not actually the straight line that is relentlessly
propagandized by the establishment, which conveniently
keeps the people artificially divided and the elite
perpetually in charge. The straight-line model of politics
falsely promotes the idea that regular folks on the “left”
and “right” have nothing in common and cannot work
together to obtain shared goals for the benefit of all,
when in reality, the opposite is true. It is much more
accurate to view politics as a circle and not a straight line,
with those who wish to maintain the status quo—mainly
for their own benefit—on one side of the equator, with
most Americans who rightly have a low opinion of
politics as usual, on the other side. Ordinary people on
the “left” and “right” have a lot more in common with
each other than with either of the main political parties.
Check
out
Liam
Madden’s
website
at
https://rebirthdemocracy.com/. Consider donating and
volunteering. Be inspired, as we greatly need many more
people like him running for office at all levels of
government. This is the future of politics. This is now.

WHEN GOOD NEWS IS BAD
NEWS
On August 5th, a somewhat bombshell economic data
report was released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. It
was the latest monthly jobs report and it showed that for
the month of July, 528,000 jobs were created and the
unemployment rate was at 3.5%. These numbers were far
stronger than predicted and sent a shockwave through
the economic analysis community.
In more “normal” times, this report would be viewed as
good news. Lots of new jobs is always good news, right?
Wrong. We are not living in normal times and the rules
have all been turned upside down. The crux of the issue
is that our sky-high inflation rate is the primary concern
of our Federal Reserve. In essence, we’ve reached a deadend in our economy. We’ve run out of tools to be able to
sustain a healthy economy and we’ve boxed ourselves
into a situation where we have to force a severe
slowdown in economic activity in order to have a chance
at slowing the very destructive phenomenon of out-ofcontrol pricing growth. Thus, it has been generally
accepted that the only way to do this is via demand
destruction and to lower the amount of demand pressure

in the economy. The government currently does not
appear to have the capability of fixing the myriad of issues
on the supply side. Thus, it needs to pursue a policy of
purposely increasing the number of unemployed people
and lower the amount of money available to American
individuals and families in our day-to-day living.
The Federal Reserve had already noticeably raised interest
rates in an attempt to adjust this by the time of the July
jobs report. This strong jobs report was viewed negatively
by the stock market and economic observers because it
confirmed the Federal Reserve will have to further
aggressively increase interest rates, which will greatly
increase the risk to the stock market and raise borrowing
costs across the board. While no one really wants to have
an increase in the number of unemployed people,
runaway inflation is generally viewed as a scarier
proposition than high unemployment rates.
Still, when looking deeper at the actual July Jobs report,
several signs of additional layers of trouble crop up that
show that at a fundamental level, the job market is not as
healthy as it seems. Many of these new jobs created were
second or even third jobs taken on by individuals, which
is a sign of increasing stress on the budgets of people.
Also, a sizeable number of the jobs were part time jobs.
WE ARE IN NEED OF REVOLUTIONARY
CHANGE TO OUR CAPITALISTIC
SYSTEM AND MODEL.
Looking at the rate side and not the raw number of jobs,
a huge reason the unemployment rate is so low is because
of the long-standing trend of a declining labor force
participation rate, which measures the percentage of
people in the labor force that are either working or
actively looking for work. It peaked above 67% around
the turn of the century right before 9/11. It has been on
a steady decline since. The most recent month of data for
July 2022 showed a level of 62.1%. On the surface that
may not seem like huge drop, but that translates close to
an 8% decline. In other words, over a span of around two
decades, there are 8% fewer people of working age willing
and looking to work. That is a pretty significant drop over
a relatively short twenty-year period, which is having a
significant impact on our society and economy. In order
to keep up the charade of never-ending economic growth
and expansion (which mainly benefits and goes towards
the insatiable appetite and greed of the 1%) those workers
remaining in the workforce have to work that much
harder to keep the system going and support everything.
Still, the raw figure is not necessarily a problem. During
what is generally considered the boom times of the 1950s

and 1960s, the workforce participation rate was under
60%. It was during the 1970s/80s it trended much higher,
coinciding with more women entering the labor force.
Coming back to the last twenty years, you can find many
storylines. There has been a decline in the participation
rate in virtually all combinations of age groups, genders,
and races. The big exception is a positive growth rate for
those 55 and over. Other than that, women from age 2534 saw a slight increase during this time period. The
biggest declines by far of those working are aged 16 to 24
and more likely to be male than female. Certainly, a lot of
this makes sense. With more people getting college
degrees and more individuals living longer compared to
decades ago (although average life expectancy is now
clearly declining, but that is for another article), it is not
surprising to see some of these trends. The main
consideration is at what point do the trends become a
problem? Other than above 55 years old, pretty much
every other group is seeing less people in the workforce.
Why is this the case? There are several reasons but I
would say a completely underreported reason is the
mental and physical breakdown of people, combined
with the increased complexities of living.
It should not be a surprise to see we are increasingly
seeing vacant job openings and worker shortages, which
are issues likely to get worse, as more people continue to
look to drop out of the labor force. An easy example to
see why this is occurring are the myriad of challenges
introduced by the lockdowns from Covid, with trying to
find schooling to educate children being the obvious
example. Still, on a longer-term basis, more fundamental
issues are making it harder for rising numbers of people
to hold down regular jobs and stay mentally sharp. Issues
such as the spiking numbers of people trying to juggle
divorce households with kids; rising cases of chronic drug
addiction; much higher rates of depression; etc.
There are some real heavy-duty structural issues we need
to do a much better job of facing head on. Nevertheless,
there could be some positive reasons that there are less
people in the workforce. Perhaps more families and
couples are trying to make a go of it at living in a one
income household, which can be viewed as a positive if
the reason is to try and live a more balanced and happier
life. Perhaps more people are rejecting the concept of
living out their lives in the corporate rat race. Life is short
and precious and perhaps more people are looking to live
simpler lives with perhaps only one person in the couple
working in the traditional economy.
The ultimate story is likely more complex and layered,
with some good reasons and some bad. The bottom line,
though, is that society needs a healthy level of young and
primed aged people contributing to the welfare of society,
but it is becoming much more difficult for this to occur,

with issues such as mental capacity increasingly becoming
a problem. You can see it all around, with people mentally
breaking down from the impossible contradictions of the
rules of modern life. That’s what a society ruled by a
corrupt ruling class eventually leads to; it eats itself alive
and devours good people and good work.
This is why I don’t trust the push to massively beef up
the power of the IRS. Yes, there is a problem with tax
cheating (much of it is driven by the insane complexities
of the tax code) and if we had the right movement in
charge of our country, hiring 87,000 new IRS agents
would be good, but does anyone really believe these new
agents are going to take down the big fish, the ruling class
tax cheats? Of course not. They are going to train their
eyes on the easy wins that come from going after lowerand middle-class people for small mistakes (those who
can’t afford lawyers to fight back and are not connected).
There are more people working for the US federal
government than the entire population of a substantial
number of countries in the world. The amount of
bureaucracy coming from federal and state government,
as well as bloated-too-big-to-fail private corporations is
hard to fathom. There are whole big departments in
federal and state governments filled with “workers” who
literally have no actual work to do. They are given a
cubicle and a computer and are housed in a sort of
pathetic adult daycare. There are less and less people
carrying the load of real work in the world and trying to
maintain our civil society and freedoms, but I digress.
Coming back full circle on this article: even if we become
successful in lowering inflation (which will take an
extended period of time), we are still trapped because our
global economic system has reached a dead-end. We are
in need of revolutionary change to our capitalistic system
and model. If nothing else changes other than lowering
our inflation rate over the next couple of years, this would
allow consumers to resume purchasing and our GDP to
resume growing, which would make the broken global
supply and demand dynamics even worse, leading to an
even bigger eventual collapse. In other words, there is no
way to escape our predicament, as we are now essentially
trapped in a feedback loop. We have entered the
dangerous zone called stagflation, which is when we have
high inflation and declining economic growth prospects
at the same time. This last occurred in the late 70s/early
80s. We eventually were able to get out of it but only after
several painful years. Will we be able to get out of it this
time? Number one, at best, it will take many years.
Because everything is spun these days, we are already in a
technical recession, but our leaders are using all sorts of
twisted logic and word salads to claim we are not….at
least not yet. Even the biggest deniers of our current
situation are admitting that a full-blown recession is

inevitable, which begs the question: what good does it do
to find loopholes in the data to claim we are not currently
in a recession when it is facing us right around the corner?
It is the equivalent to screaming at everyone that they
should be happy and celebrate that we are not at the
moment being annihilated by a nuclear bomb, even
though everyone can clearly see the nuclear bomb
approaching rapidly in the sky towards us.

As part of the current bizarre denial of our economy by
the establishment, they insist we are not in a recession,
but will concede things such as our housing sector is now
in a recession. Do you remember what triggered the
Great Recession 15 years ago? Oh yeah, that is right, the
bubble in the housing market bursting. The problem now
is that there are many additional bubbles this time around
and not just in America, but importantly around the
world. Europe is a mess, with the destructive war in
Ukraine, along with severe energy shortages and
recession facing all of Europe. However, Europe pales in
comparison to the danger of what could be triggered via
the potential collapse of the Chinese economy. Given
that China is the biggest commodity market by far in the
world, it is hard to understate the peril. Like in the West,
the Chinese authorities are desperately trying to keep
their population distracted from the bigger dangers
behind the scenes, and their insane insistence on holding
onto a zero Covid policy is exactly because the
Communist rulers are deathly afraid of an economic
collapse and what would happen to their grip on power.
China doesn’t have to look very far to their neighbor
Russia to see what could happen when they lose control
and the system collapses. The problem for us and the rest
of the world is that unlike when the Soviet Empire
collapsed 30 years ago, the Chinese economy is more
intimately intertwined with our modern economic
system. The supply chain nightmares the world has
experienced the past couple of years is just a small
preview of what could happen very soon if the Chinese
economy fully implodes, which cannot be ruled out as a
possibility. Their real estate market appears to be
teetering on the edge of dangerous territory, especially

given how much China has investments in things such as
real estate and buildings. Think about all those stories
you’ve seen over the years of entire Chinese cities built
that are almost completely empty of activity and people
because they were built simply for investment reasons
and as part of the strategy by the Chinese authorities to
keep up the charade of strong economic and GDP
growth. Still, as difficult as it is to predict trends in places
like the United States, it is nearly impossible for China
because of the level that information is suppressed and
distorted, plus the power of the communist regime to
manipulate. For example, there could very well already be
a massive desire by the population in China to try and
unload their potentially increasingly worthless investment
housing units, however, the government might essentially
be making it impossible through various rules to buy and
sell or at least greatly slow it down. This may be
preventing a collapse in the near-term, but only fully
guarantees it will happen eventually in the longer term.
Where are we in that process? Impossible to say, but no
doubt the risks are growing, as China’s various economic
problems are rapidly rising to the surface.

other? That our partner will fully support our hopes and
dreams no matter how outlandish? That our partner will
indeed view us as an equal, not someone to diminish or
try to control? Not to mention, that our significant other
has a zest for life and not only passionately believes in
certain ideas, but will fight for those beliefs to come to
fruition as best as they can? Don’t we also want to be with
a well-rounded partner who can challenge us and provide
a more engaging and thrilling life to live?
DON’T WE ALL WANT TO FEEL THAT
WHEN PUSH COMES TO SHOVE, THE
CHIPS ARE DOWN, AND THINGS GET
SERIOUS, THAT OUR PARTNER WILL
DEFEND US IN EVERY SENSE OF THE
WORD NO MATTER WHAT? THAT OUR
PARTNER WILL FULLY SUPPORT OUR
HOPES AND DREAMS NO MATTER
HOW OUTLANDISH?

NO LUBE REQUIRED
Everything in life is connected to the universe. When
problems pop up in one place, impacts are felt in
seemingly distant and unrelated areas. Judging from the
number of advertisements everywhere on the subject,
Americans apparently need a lot of assistance performing
in the bedroom. Clearly, not nearly enough blood appears
to be flowing to the right areas.
As always, many look at the problem on the surface level
and race to get the latest prescription medicine, but it
really shouldn’t be a surprise that this unpleasant sideeffect of modern life seems to be a growing (perhaps that
is the wrong word to use here) problem. Stress, anxiety,
unhappiness, and a need for immediate and easy
gratification are certainly going to play a role but we can
plunge deeper than that, can’t we?
There is fear and danger around every corner we are
constantly told, resulting in a fear of life, fear of living,
and fear of being bold for many. Admittedly, trying to
understand the sexes is a dangerous road to go down, but
wouldn’t it be safe to say that at a deep level, most
individuals are seeking a few major things from their
partner: to feel protected, respected, and supported.
Don’t we all want to feel that when push comes to shove,
the chips are down, and things get serious, that our
partner will defend us in every sense of the word no
matter what? That the person we are with will gladly put
themselves in harm’s way to protect their significant

I don’t have any hard evidence to make this claim, but it
appears that the number of people willing to lead brave
and passionate lives as opposed to timid and fear-filled
lives has dwindled. Cooperation is all well and good but
the number of folks willing to step out from the herd and
not only call things out, but take action when things go
astray, seems to be declining as well. I am convinced that
the increasing need for artificial lubrication is highly
correlated with the rapid rise in the modern sedentary
lifestyle and everything said sedentary lifestyle represents.
Being attracted to your partner is not just about physical
attraction—although important, physical attraction can
only keep you tethered for so long. There needs to be a
deeper level of connectedness for a couple to withstand
the harsh realities of life. Added mental and emotional
support, tied with open communication can all be natural
lubricants that may withstand a dry spell of any kind.

LITIGATION NATION
The Devil’s Advocate starring Al Pacino as Satan and
released in 1997, overcomes some cringe-worthy acting
from Keanu Reeves as the main character and some over
the top cinematography to brilliantly hammer home the
concept that the devil has found the perfect playground
in the modern American legal system because as Al
Pacino so poignantly, simply, and matter-of-factly states,

“The law, my boy, puts us into everything. It's the
ultimate backstage pass. It's the new priesthood, baby.”
This movie foreshadowed where we are headed; further
down the road of a nation increasingly reliant on
gameplaying and litigation to deal with more and more of
our issues. Evil forces are using the courts and our legal
system to slowly snuff out the good souls and the positive
experiences in life. It’s easy to focus—and I’m sure many
do—on the individualistic story of how the main
character (Keanu Reeves) allowed ruin to be brought to
his life via his hyper-focus pursuit of power and “success”
at all cost. The sin of focusing on one’s own needs and
ego—at the cost of everything and every loved one—is
certainly an important warning from the story as well, but
I like to focus on the movie’s bigger picture.
As Al Pacino rings out in the climactic final scene, “I take
the bricks out of the briefcase. I give you pleasure. No
strings! Freedom baby......is never having to say you're
sorry.” This is the warning on the individualistic level, but
another warning of the movie as Al Pacino also stated,
“Did you know there are more students in law school
than lawyers walking the Earth? We're coming
out!......guns blazing!!”
Other than a major medical emergency, the court system
is the quickest way to ruin the vast majority of people
financially. But it goes much deeper; places such as family
and divorce court have the ability to quickly ruin people
spiritually and bring on wave after wave of unnecessary
anxiety and conflict.
The State of Massachusetts recently released yet another
report after the latest string of tragic deadly endings for
neglected children that “slipped through the cracks of the
system.” Funny how concerns of people in family court
with high-priced lawyers never have their concerns “fall
thru the cracks” no matter how petty and small the issue.
If you truly want to know why everything in society seems
to be collapsing, the quickest and most informative way
to educate yourself, is to spend just a couple of hours in
family court. It is a public venue and anybody can sit and
listen to the endless head shaking antics and reasons
people will drag others to court for. It will all start to
make sense why anxiety and depression are skyrocketing
for children and parents alike.
Many are well aware of the skyrocketing crisis of
childhood anxiety, depression, and suicide. As with
everything, the mainstream response is to always throw
more money at the problem. In the end, a child who is
suffering mentally, for example, from an emotionally
abusive parent in a divorced household, may not
ultimately gain relief and help unless not only a therapist
is found—which is increasingly very hard to secure
because of the steeply rising demand for therapists—but

also the “right” therapist is found who is fully willing to
fight for the child. This may require a therapist willing to
stand up to an abusive parent and stand up to and be
heard in front of the judge and court system.
Unfortunately, many theorists are not willing to take the
step of risking taking on a “difficult” case of a child that
may, for example, require taking the stand in a trial—
willing to take on the child who may have a difficult and
unwilling parent but is also ready to truly fight for the
child, their mental and emotional well-being, and in some
cases be ready to take the stand in a trial and speak the
truth about the abusive parent.
THERE ARE CLOSE TO 90,000
CHEMICALS IN USE IN OUR SOCIETY,
BUT ONLY A FEW HUNDRED (AROUND
1%) HAVE EVER BEEN TESTED BY THE
EPA FOR SAFETY. WE ARE BASICALLY
PUTTING OUR COMPLETE TRUST WITH
OUR HEALTH INTO THE HANDS OF A
HANDFUL OF GIANT CORPORATIONS
WITH THE HOPES THAT THEY ARE
VOLUNTARILY ACTING ETHICALLY.
THIS TYPE OF BRAZEN TOYING WITH
THE HEALTH OF HUMANITY COULD
ONLY OCCUR IN A SOCIETY THAT IS
TEEMING WITH ARMIES OF POWERFUL
CORPORATE ATTORNEYS FINDING
CONSTANT SHORT-CUTS AND
LOOPHOLES FOR THE BENEFIT OF A
HANDFUL OF GREEDY SOULS.
When one parent is clearly playing games and throwing
roadblocks up in the process, but the court treating every
single road block as a separate and individual act, with no
ability or willingness to look at a case comprehensively.
Instead, the system puts both parents in the default
position of equally guilty of not being able to co-parent.
Ultimately, the system will fall on the side of the bullying
parent, the difficult parent that is hampering the child
unless the support layers of therapists, school teachers,
family members, neighbors, friends, etc. are willing to put
themselves out there and potentially put themselves in
professional danger in defense of the innocent child.
Increasingly, therapists and others are not willing to get

involved in such “difficult” cases and thus, the children
who need the most support will fall by the wayside, no
matter how much people talk about the crisis, think it
should be addressed, or throw money at the issue. In the
end like most things, things will only improve when a
sufficient number of people rise up and take a stand to
do the right thing and not think solely think about their
personal career and desire to stay out of personal danger
as much as possible. Until then, the asylum will continue
to be run and dictated by the opportunists and those
seeking gain at the expense of children and society.
PROBLEMS IN SOCIETY ARE ALWAYS
SOLVED BY THE HUMAN SPIRIT,
WHICH TRUMPS ALL THE MONEY IN
THE WORLD, ALL THE THOUGHTS
AND PRAYERS, AND ALL THE CAREFUL
PLANNING. PLANS, MONEY,
THOUGHTS, AND PRAYERS DON’T
MEAN JACK SHIT UNLESS YOU HAVE A
SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF PEOPLE
WILLING TO STAND UP TO POWER.
We are all so twisted and tied up in contradictory rules
and regulations imposed on us in modern society that to
do the morally right thing now, almost always means
having to break all the rules (and risk being sued and/or
thrown in jail) in order to act in a decent and moral way.
There is no better example for all of this in recent time
than the Uvalde school shooting tragedy. By all accounts,
the school spent a massive amount of money and time on
police officers, lockdown planning, and training, which
supposedly should have prevented this type of shooting
but of course it did not. I guarantee every single police
officer and person in charge can point to a plethora of
various rules and regulations that instructed them to act
exactly as they did, which ultimately led them to not act
at all when needed but to focus instead on the least
important things. The rules dictated that yes, it may have
been appropriate for some of the police officers to turn
their attention and rage on the horrified onlooking
parents who wanted to run in and save their child. These
officers, in their eyes, acted “appropriately” in not helping
the parents get their children out, but instead kept “order”
by harassing the parents that dared to step out of line
even in this horrific developing tragedy.
The disgusting hallway video of the whole army of
officers in the school standing around for an endless
period of time while waiting for instruction of what to

do—waiting for all the proper protocols to take place
before acting, just like good minions and just like they
were likely taught in bubble-like training courses—sadly
is not surprising to see any more for anyone who is paying
attention to what is happening to the general population:
fear and inaction leading the way and always being able
to point to a random rule, regulation, and protocol for
said inaction. In the end, the mountains of money,
planning documents, rules, regulations, and number of
“safety” officers was never going to save those poor souls
that perished in that elementary school—the only thing
that could have saved them in that moment was an
unencumbered human spirit deciding in an instant to do
what is morally right and to act immediately without
hesitation. Via the most horrific example, the Uvalde
shooting shows that common sense is completely dead,
killed off by our litigation nation. To be a good person
and do the right thing in the modern world means
breaking norms and rules. This is the case in every
segment of modern society. Covid and the lockdowns
have provided us with a plethora of additional examples
of this, but that is for yet another article.
In other words, like everything, problems in society are
always improved and solved by the human spirit, which
trumps all the money in the world, all the thoughts and
prayers, and all the careful planning. Plans, money,
thoughts, and prayers don’t mean jack shit unless you
have a sufficient number of people willing to stand up to
power and negative forces and willing to do the right
thing. This spirit is precisely what evil is trying to snuff
out of people. It is this spirit of independent thought and
action that allows a society to evolve in a positive way.
Unfortunately, we are going headlong in the opposite
direction, a society increasingly dictated by litigation. We
are litigating our souls and spirit to death. A Few Good
Men is another fantastic movie—with legendary acting
from Jack Nicholson—to highlight key points in the
argument. A key takeaway that is perhaps easy to miss
amidst the great entertainment from the film is that there
were two defendants innocent of the murder charge
against them that happened to luckily be represented by
a brilliant and generational talent of a lawyer played by
Tom Cruise; however, the only way this gifted lawyer was
able to save these innocent men from being found guilty
and thrown in jail by the system for a long time was
because this lawyer took an extreme risk (in other words
broke the rules and norms) that threatened to completely
ruin his own life.
Among many points, the movie showed how easy it is for
evidence to be both made up and covered up as well as
how declared experts who are supposed to know better,
will help cover up the truth to protect themselves and
their own egos and protect those in power instead of the

prosecuted. In addition, the movie conveys how some
people who know the truth and can help set things right
understandably crumble under the pressures and are not
willing to fully come forward. Finally, how the system can
work to protect entrenched interests and how there is
also the seeking of easy scapegoats to bear the cross for
everyone’s convenient benefit.
If you’ve never been embroiled in the legal system, you
may not realize the significance of the point in the movie
that even the most exceptional of lawyers had to
essentially break all the rules and put himself and his
career in extreme danger in order for truth and justice to
ultimately prevail. How often and how many people in
real life do you think are willing to do this? Not nearly
enough of course, which is a main reason there is so
much injustice in our world. Of course the courtroom
drama is not a completely factual story and is just a movie
after all; nevertheless, anyone who has faced the system
head on or is willing to see what is going on around us
with eyes wide open knows that this how things play out
all too often in the real world.
There is zero consideration in mainstream thought of
doing the one thing that would help put our society on a
better track: finding ways to free the human spirit instead
of entrapping it. We need to free people from fears of
being outed, of being sued, fined, or thrown in jail for
acting morally, ethically, and doing what is right. We need
to spend less time focusing on increasingly contradictory
rules and regulations, of doing what you are told, and
acting with a herd mentality so as to never step out of
bounds to shake up conventional thought and wisdom.
We need to stop living with fragility, stop assuming that
establishment thought is the correct default position, and
think that it is normal and acceptable to never take
ownership for mistakes.
We keep going further and further down this road to hell
and now in 2022 we have a new phenomenon that only
creatures like Al Pacino’s character could come up with:
Texas’ Bounty Hunter Abortion Ban. This is not a
commentary on whether abortion itself is right or wrong;
this commentary is focused on the very sinister path of
this particular scheme to enforce the law, which will open
up a whole new frontier of ordinary citizens turning on
each other and further tearing apart our social fabric. The
Texas law encourages ordinary citizens to seek out
anyone who may have helped a person get an illegal
abortion via the incentive of a cash payout “bounty” if
they succeed in suing anyone, opening up a can of worms
reminiscent of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850. This
“brilliant” new litigation scheme surely will now spread
like wildfire in popularity into other issues in society,
which will further suffocate our lives.

The point of this article is not to say all lawyers and judges
are evil. This is definitely not the case. There are certainly
plenty of lawyers and judges who got into the field
because they truly wanted to make a positive change and
to help others, but like most things, the good-hearted
professional class of lawyers, teachers, therapists, judges,
etc. are all being systematically crushed just like the kids
and parents. We need to understand the big picture fight
and fully appreciate the critical need to have people inside,
out, and throughout the legal system producing
consistent acts of braving to stand up to evil and bullies.
Brave actions are the only things that matter in the end
no matter the number of resources, planning, or
education degrees. This often means standing next to and
defending the oppressed against mob and mainstream
mentalities.
THE BATTLE GROUND IS NOT “LEFT”
VS “RIGHT,” WHICH IS THE CONSTANT
FALSE PROPAGANDA. THE FIGHT IS
HEART AND SOUL AMERICANS OF ALL
WALKS OF LIFE AND FROM ALL PARTS
OF THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM VS.
THOSE WALKING AROUND
SPELLBOUND SEEKING COMPLETE
POWER AND CONTROL AT ALL COST.
Not enough good people were willing to defend and fight
for people who were unjustly fired for not getting vaxxed
or defend small business owners who were ruined for not
following impossible to follow and contradictory rules
and regulations during the lockdowns; not enough people
in the journalism field have risen holy hell over the fact
that Julian Assange is being tortured to death, rotting in
prison and solitary confinement for speaking truth to
power. If enough journalists and ordinary people had
banded together the past ten years over the completely
unjust and dystopian persecution of Julian Assange we
would not be as close to the dark and scary place we are
now in 2022 where so much speech has essentially been
criminalized as it is now; etc. etc. the list can go on and
on. There is no more time for excuse of inaction. People
need to rise up and take positive, proactive actions, draw
a line in the sand and say enough is enough; refuse to play
the game, walk away from it and devlop parallel forms of
existence and most importantly build up parallel
institutions and foundations.

Evil only reigns when good people and good spirits stand
down and allow it to prevail. We are rapidly entering a
major scene in the play called life and human existence:
which side will triumph in this act? It should be clear that
we are rapidly entering a dangerous place when we’ve
reached the point when our sitting President is openly
and emphatically claiming that a huge segment of our
own citizenry are the biggest terrorists on the planet and
largest challenge we face as a country. That is evil talk and
not only proves we are entering a major scene in the
movie of real life, but that kind of talk proves the
establishment is frightened and knows deep-down that
their time is up. They will try to generate as much chaos
while they are being dragged down to the bottom of the
ocean by the boulder of bad blood shackled to them that
they created.

of the political spectrum vs. those walking around
spellbound seeking absolute power and control at all cost.

WHO’S LISTENING?
You do the right thing, the by the book kinda thing….
But who’s listening?
You live in truth, dignity, and rationale….
But who’s listening?
You present the facts and figures, dates and times, reasons,
and explanations….
But who’s listening?
You hold your strength and composure and exercise your
voice…..
But still, is anyone listening? Who hears you? Who sees
you? Who actually cares?
Your words are trampled, twisted, and used against
you….
The facts are skewed, omitted and the lies are brought
forth

Our political class and the elites could not be clearer if
they tried with their words and actions. They have openly
declared war on the common person and good spirits.
The world order is collapsing and the only way for the
traditional elites to maintain control is to instill a global
totalitarian oppressive system. The response to the
pandemic has certainly gone a long way in their attempt
to groom people to accept this level of control in our lives.
They are looking to implement control over every single
action, word, and even personal thought within a
person’s own head. Everything needs to be controlled in
order for the elites to maintain their vision of the world.
A big part of the fight is to try and shake up the
bureaucrats in the machine who just go with the tide and
do what they are told and never rise up to try and reform
the systems they run and control. This is because of the
deep-seated fear they carry with them. The fight is against
those clinging to power at all cost in the mainstream
establishment in both major parties; the corporatecontrolled mindsets; the small minds terrorizing good
souls at the local and individual level. Any talk of the “left”
being evil or “right” or “MAGA” being evil is itself evil
talk and nonsense. The battle ground is not left vs right,
which is the constant false propaganda. The fight is heart
and soul Americans of all walks of life and from all parts

And now who’s listening? Everyone

AWAKENING IN THE
MAKING
You may be hearing more and more about a great
awakening occurring in the population and that is
something this newsletter certainly believes and believes
is a good thing, but what exactly are we awakening from?
On a surface level, part of the story certainly is the general
population awakening to the deep systematic level of
corruption and rot that there is in our ruling class and
how hopeless the establishment of both the Democratic
and Republican party is, but it goes much, much deeper
than this. The battle we are seeing and the awakening
goes very deep, thousands of years of teaching all the way
to the base assumptions of religion, God, and capitalism.
The base assumptions of organized religion and
capitalism assumes the worst of people. Our mainstream
capitalistic model literally assumes that everyone walking
the earth is a narcissistic sociopath, and, as result, our
system of commerce is set up this way. A simple example
is that “healthcare” companies are rewarded in the stock
market and other avenues not by any actual health

outcome of the population, but by how much profit is
made. How fucked up is that? Of course, complete
defenders of the “free market” will claim the stock
market will ultimately only reward healthcare companies
that actually provide long-term improvements to the
health of the population. If you’ve made it into adulthood
truly believing this, God bless you for being able to live
in such a rosy bubble. As discussed in issue #3 of this
newsletter, if we lived in a world of perfect information
sharing and access, it would indeed be the case that only
the actual best healthcare companies and products would
be rewarded and promoted. However, this theoretical
assumption does not exist in the real world. Monopolylike power is basically how our entire modern economy
and society is run, which is killing true capitalism and true
democracy. This effectively allows powerful individuals
and entrenched institutions to alter reality and pull up the
ladder behind them. In other words, rigging the game and
system to their advantage and putting up roadblock after
roadblock for the majority. Consideration for anyone but
the individual is essentially considered an afterthought in
our mainstream capitalistic model. The same is true for
any sort of environmental impact of our actions.
Jesus died for our sins and we are born sinners we are
taught. Yes, humans are certainly flawed and we are
sinners no doubt, but I believe many in society are
awakening from the focus on how humans need to be
saved from their bad tendencies and are seeking a more
positive starting point for the assumption of all things.
THE AWAKENING GOES VERY DEEP,
THOUSANDS OF YEARS OF TEACHING
ALL THE WAY TO THE BASE
ASSUMPTIONS OF RELIGION, GOD,
AND CAPITALISM.
It is all about high expectations surrounded by genuine
support. Having children is a great way to help drive
home these ideas. If you view your kid as a screw up as
the starting point and drive in him that he is an idiot but
nevertheless better behave and succeed or else, guess
what, you subconsciously introduce all sorts of negativity
that likely will bear out in all sorts of unpredictable ways,
certainly by adulthood. However, if you genuinely believe
and tell your child(ren) that you know they will succeed
and have high expectations about every aspect of their
life—because you know they are capable of success and
capable of being a genuinely great person and that you, as
a parent, will do everything in your power to help make
it a reality for them because you believe and will always
focus in their goodness at their core—you are greatly

increasing the chances your child will develop into a
healthy, happy, strong, and successful adult by couching
your guidance via positive affirmations and real support.
I believe Jesus would be appalled at how his message was
co-opted by those looking to control their “flock” of
people. I do not believe Jesus wanted the takeaway from
his teachings to ultimately be that people should be
fearful of an all-powerful God and that people should
look to find preachers who will be a conduit to salvation
as so often is the case with organized religion. The
stereotypical Christian faction of the “right wing” that
promotes the idea that Americans should be full of good,
God-fearing citizens, is a problem. Why would I want to
believe in and follow something I ultimately fear? How is
that going to be good for my psyche and for society?
However, the opposite stereotype of a soulless “left
winger” is disastrous for a healthy society as well. The
emptiness of a soulless and godless life promoted by a
segment of the “I need proof/science is God” faction is
also dangerous. It’s hard to find genuine passion from a
person who does not believe in any sort of afterlife or the
existence of souls.
IT IS ALL ABOUT HIGH EXPECTATIONS
SURROUNDED BY GENUINE SUPPORT.
HAVING CHILDREN IS A GREAT WAY
TO HELP DRIVE HOME THESE IDEAS.
Fundamental changes in the base assumptions and
meaning of life—such as our thinking regarding our
relationship with God or what the main purpose of an
economic system of commerce and governance is—is the
deep shift in mentality that is occurring in the Great
Awakening. In other words, moving away from the
traditional negativity-based primary religious thought that
we are born sinners and moving away from the coldblooded narcissistic and sociopathic-based version of big
capitalism. The general public is developing higher
expectations regarding the behaviors of individuals in
society and are increasingly growing less tolerant of the
depraved actions of our ruling elite in business-as-usual
politics, commerce, and spirituality.
While addressing many negative harsh realities, at the end
of the day, the most important message of Reclaim Party
and the Unapologetic Truth newsletter’s is one of faith
and the belief that the best attributes of people will
ultimately win the day.

UNFILTERED COMMUNITY
CONVERSATION
Amesbury in the Raw and Unfiltered aims to
encourage healthy conversation and debate with
underappreciated individuals and those in the trenches
dealing with underreported and critical issues of our time.

The uploaded video conversation addresses mental
health, substance abuse, friendship, community, and
institutional support, and provides general sage life advice.
This “on the street” conversation in the City of
Amesbury, Massachusetts was developed with zero
preparation and was completely off the cuff. The video
producer would like to thank the gentlemen in the video
who so graciously agreed to provide a window into their
lives to a complete stranger on the spot.
There is no more debating whether or not we are living
in an age of institutional suppression and censorship. The
fight to reclaim our First Amendment is the very central
fight people need to make to reclaim our lives,
communities, and country. This video was uploaded to
YouTube, with plans for mass promotion via the
platform. However, a few days after uploaded, Reclaim
Party received the dreaded generic YouTube email
claiming that the video violated community standards

and that, not only has the video been taken down, but the
account has been permanently banned. The video is
nothing but a healthy and positive conversation on the
street between strangers. Reclaim Party is rolling its eyes
and will move on as always and will not waste time
appealing YouTube and going down the rabbit hole of
finding out why. The only thing we know is that this is a
video that many people would benefit from seeing and
the banning of it, is further proof of the totalitarian state
of mainstream society. Reclaim Party and The
Unapologetic Truth are no strangers to being banned and
censored in various locations. This was known as an
inevitability when this whole effort began and is why
“Real Freedom and Truth are only find in the
underground” was developed as the original phrase of
this movement. Fortunately, there are still other avenues
and thus this video is available for viewing on Rumble,
which promotes itself as a safe haven for free speech and
outpost for those unjustly targeted for censorship.
https://rumble.com/v1innxh-reclaim-party-reclaimingour-lives-via-personal-drive-and-a-strong-support-.html
This is true journalism, raw and unfiltered. Reclaim Party
hopes to make this new video and conversation action an
ongoing effort. Ah, if only there were more hours in the
day! Please check out www.ReclaimParty.org for related
underground efforts.

Awakening in the Making in Action: Amesbury in the Raw and Unfiltered, with Video Link
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